British Colonel C.E. Callwell understood this concept and clearly counseled that small wars were long, often dirty and brutal undertakings. According to Callwell, "as a general rule the quelling of rebellion in distant colonies means protracted, thankless, invertebrate war." 6 The 2003 supplement to the SWM supports Callwell's assertion when it stated that "small wars are potentially long wars, making pre-determined exit strategies and rigid timetables unrealistic and counterproductive." 7 Moreover, Callwell cautions modern armies to avoid the belief that capture of the enemy capital brings collapse of resistance in small wars and describes the difficulty of bringing irregular forces into battle. This does not mean, however, that these wars are unnecessary. In today's interconnected world, allowing outlaw regimes to flourish or permitting the use of ungoverned territory by criminals or terrorists increases threats to U.S. national security. On this point, the SWM supplement is again instructive when it said, "In small wars, survival interests of the greater power are not immediately at stake. However, it is possible that an unsuccessfully prosecuted small war could lead to a more serious situation where survival interests do become involved. Thus, small wars should not be viewed as somehow less important than big wars."
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THE ROLE OF AIRPOWER
Our institutional rigidity will cause us to impose our doctrine, our organization, and our technology on the...armed forces [of our allies] to the point that they might be rendered incapable of successfully continuing the war after our withdrawal. We will have transferred to them our repertoire. 9 Airpower can play a very important role in the prosecution of small wars to prevent international lawlessness or the threat of radical ideologies. Indeed, airpower has played a significant role since it was first used by the British and USMC. However, airpower in small wars is generally not decisive at the operational or strategic levels of war but can be decisive during engagements with enemy forces at the tactical level. Especially, when those forces are in massed formations or fixed locations. History teaches that the primary roles and missions for airpower in small wars have remained consistent regardless of the theater in which air operations are executed or the government executing them. Those roles and missions include the primary mission of supporting ground forces with airlift, helicopter mobility, reconnaissance, and close air support. As was demonstrated in the Greek Civil War and the Huk rebellion in the Philippines, Airpower can deny security to the guerrilla, can degrade his logistical infrastructure, and can greatly contribute to his demoralization. An air force can observe, track, and attack the guerrilla alone or in conjunction with surface forces. Airpower provides flexibility and initiative in the movement of ground forces. Should the guerrilla aspire to conduct conventional operations, he exposes himself to concerted strikes from the air." 10 These observations have held true since the first use of aviation forces in the small wars of the 1920s and 1930s and remain true in present day operations.
The USMC SWM provides important descriptions of the role of aviation forces in small wars. Moreover, the SWM made some observations about aviation that hold true today. In the marine experience with small wars air opposition was "nonexistent or negligible" and there were few targets for bombing, especially by 1000lb bombs. As a result, the focus of aviation efforts was the support of ground units. The challenges presented to USMC aviation units in small wars included the lack of a forward line of troops and the fluid nature of the battlefield. These challenges made it difficult to provide close air support (strikes) for ground forces. Another challenge was the flexibility/mobility of enemy forces. To counter this problem, the SWM called for the capability of reconnaissance aviators to strike enemy forces immediately upon detection or else risk the chance of losing contact. 11 Another requirement outlined by the SWM was the need for flexible aviation platforms. The need for wide latitude in tactical employment was discussed because an aviator often needed to go from reconnaissance to strike missions to close air support of ground forces all in the same sortie. Finally, the SWM notes the need for air lift operations to increase the mobility of ground forces, air drop operations to resupply ground forces, and the air evacuation of wounded troops. In the view of the SWM, aviation provided primarily force enhancement capabilities rather than direct combat effects. In short, aviation in small wars is different than aviation operations in large conventional conflicts. The USMC recognized that aviation units, like ground units, had to learn a different style of warfare and adopt new tactics to prosecute small wars effectively. The execution of this new style of warfare can be seen in French operations during the 1960s. The French air forces along with the army saturated Algeria and were able to gain control of the country and move to hot spots with speed, ease, and mass. Despite some failures in applying sound counterinsurgency principles, there are many positive aspects of the French military effort in Algeria, specifically their airpower initiatives. Helicopters were used for troop lift and gunships provided firepower and mobility to French forces. Further, the use of T-6, P-47, and A-1 aircraft for their long loiter time, substantial firepower, easy maintenance and ability to use unimproved airfields, provided an excellent counterinsurgency capability. Finally, airpower provided a constant presence in Algeria whether as armed reconnaissance, mobility assets, or psychological operations platforms. The French experience in Vietnam and Algeria provided important lessons for other nations in the 1960s and 1970s.
Significant aviation lessons also occurred during U.S. advisory missions in Vietnam and Latin America. In Vietnam, the United States failed to learn from European experience in small wars and their own Philippine experience. Specifically, the U.S. military was convinced that conventional doctrine could be effective in counterinsurgency. The reason for this belief was that the U.S. became involved in the Greek and Philippine conflicts after they had taken on a conventional form. Despite the fact that the insurgents in both nations made critical mistakes by attempting to mass in conventional formations, the Americans saw direct action against insurgent forces as the primary effort. The reality that intelligence collection, reconnaissance, transportation and resupply were the most important airpower functions in the Philippines and other small wars was ignored by the U.S. who continued to focus on conventional firepower against enemy forces. As a result, the USAF entered South Vietnam with conventional doctrine when irregular warfare doctrine was clearly needed. What is worse is that the U.S. exported their mindset to the South Vietnamese and made them as ineffective as the U.S. military. Moreover, the eventual Americanization of the war effort served to undermine the ability of the indigenous government to build legitimacy amongst its people. The U.S. was not without examples of effective counterinsurgency in general or effective airpower operations in particular. The United States and its military simply failed to learn from those experiences.
The U.S. performance in Latin America was better in that they learned several important lessons for advising foreign governments on airpower. The small war experiences in Latin America demonstrated three important challenges. First, building effective air forces in small, poor nations is expensive and time consuming. Next, the challenge of building a professional military force free of corruption and heavy-handed tactics is also an important lesson. Finally, the need to build a force for irregular war out of a force focused on conventional war was another lesson learned. It is from these conflicts that the USAF should turn for a vision of future air operations.
AIRPOWER IN FUTURE SMALL WARS
We must in our advocacy [for airpower] emphasize contribution over attribution. 12 In a 2007 article, USAF Major General Allen Peck correctly argued that airmen must not only "have knowledge of airpower capabilities in [irregular warfare], but also they must articulate airpower concepts as well as educate the joint and coalition communities on the weapons and skills that airpower brings to the fight." 13 Peck goes on to articulate the "asymmetric advantages" that airpower brings to small wars. Specifically, he highlights precision strike, information/cyber operations, intelligence/surveillance/reconnaissance (ISR), foreign internal defense, and mobility as key advantages. Ironically, these airpower activities are the same ones cited in the new Army/Marine Corps counterinsurgency manual (FM3-24) as "important force multipliers for U.S., multinational, and host-nation forces fighting an insurgency."
14 General Peck's piece is one that advocates for increased knowledge of airpower capabilities for small wars. Other works provide a highly parochial view of airpower in small wars.
In recent articles, attempts have been made to disguise contempt for army ground force COIN doctrine with a desire to produce a "genuinely joint approach" to COIN. 15 Unfortunately, the institution these authors defend has a long history of discounting the study of small wars. As a result, they attempt to blame the army for U.S. COIN difficulties and criticize "boots-on-theground zealots" for their lack of airpower savvy. Further, some would argue that the army discounts airpower because it is biased toward ground power. This assessment is inaccurate but effectively shifts blame away from the USAF who has failed to effectively address the small war challenge for over 40 years. Additionally, many would advocate an "air-minded" view of warfare and believe airpower has more effect in the irregular battle-space than reality supports. 16 Moreover, there is little in the way of airpower recommendations other than highlighting the same tried and true airpower capabilities discussed in the SWM and FM3-24. Another issue often overlooked is the fact that airmen provided as little advice for stabilizing Iraq as any other service following the "shock and awe" phase of Operation Iraqi Freedom. In other words, the Air Force as an institution had little to no doctrine and few educated leaders to contribute solid COIN advice to national leadership. Thankfully, General Peck acknowledges this need for more COIN education and is advocating for education followed by small war airpower advocacy. What many air-centric thinkers fail to understand is that airpower has never been decisive in any war, big or small. Moreover, "counterinsurgency is inherently land-centric because it is about populations, and populations live on the land." 17 The ability to influence, assist, make friends, and protect from 15,000 feet or higher is nearly impossible. Airpower capabilities can help, but they cannot replace human beings in resolving differences. The bottom-line is that there is a widely held view that the USAF is indifferent to small wars unless funding or roles and missions are impacted.
The U.S. has a rich history in the prosecution of small wars. Unfortunately, most USAF officers have never been afforded the opportunity to understand the nature of these conflicts. The USAF version of joint airpower is USAF centric with some naval aviation acknowledged if it contributes to the execution of the air tasking order and a USAF run air campaign. Army aviation is never discussed and marine air is always discounted as being tied to the ground fight. The fact of the matter is, small wars are ground fights and all theater aviation assets should be focused on the winning of that fight. This is not to say that the "airman's perspective" should be discounted, rather, that perspective should be focused on the support of the army or marines wherever and whenever needed rather than on independent air operations alone.
The USAF's preferred way of war has resulted in doctrine that limits the way its personnel view the contributions of their service. What the USAF needs most today is a theory of air and space power that includes all USAF disciplines and embraces a range of military operations. In other words, a USAF mindset change is needed to transition from a conventional air force to one better suited for small wars. In order to achieve this mindset change, the USAF must ensure their personnel have the experience, education, and force structure to effectively prosecute small wars. 18 The USAF must examine its culture and the means with which it prefers to go to war. This culture is characterized by a love of technology, particularly combat aircraft. The belief that air power can provide war winning capability has sustained the Air Force since World War Two. Stealth technology coupled with precision guided munitions serves to fortify that belief. The search for aircraft that fly higher, faster, farther is illustrative of the USAF's continued quest to justify its service autonomy by developing capabilities other than those for supporting other services. 19 This culture creates a bias toward air-to-air combat, strategic strike capabilities, and conventional war at the expense of all other endeavors. This bias manifests itself in USAF education and doctrine that ultimately limits the potential Air Force contribution to Department of Defense thinking regarding other missions and thus, limits its contribution to the nation. 20 In the 21st Century, the contingency operation has become the USAF's primary means of protecting and projecting U.S. interests. 21 The most frequent military mission of the 21st Century will not be major combat operations but operations in all other areas of the conflict spectrum. The challenge for the USAF is to remake itself into a service that provides robust capabilities across the range of military operations. Such a theory should include Poyner's view of the USAF of the future that "provides service to the nation: the application of long-range, short notice, strategic influence. Many of the non-traditional taskings the Air Force has been involved in recently (e.g. humanitarian relief, peacekeeping and peacemaking, counternarcotics, etc.) nestle quite well under the framework of projecting influence." [emphasis in original] 22 One example of a vital USAF tool of influence is airlift. However, "delivering supplies is seen as a means to an end, not as an independent end in itself. So, even where logistical efforts are more substantial than the combat operations, it is the combat operations that will be most remembered for lessons learned." 23 This bias is one that must be eliminated through renewed educational efforts. 24 The goal of USAF professional military education (PME) should be to provide officers the foundation to make intelligent decisions across the entire spectrum of conflict. Given the direction U.S. foreign policy is heading, USAF PME institutions must more thoroughly examine the history of U.S. experiences with constabulary, nation building and counterinsurgency operations. Without emphasis on learning small wars, the USAF runs the risk of marginalizing its capabilities at best and becoming irrelevant at worst. By educating our officers, we plant seeds that will one day provide a force that is organized, trained and equipped to be as decisive in small wars as it is in major combat operations. 25 The literature suggests airlift, ISR and close air support capabilities are most appropriate for fighting these types of conflicts yet the AF still places more emphasis on capabilities for major combat operations.
The Air Force should expect sustained heavy demands for the following sorts of capabilities: Surveillance platforms, operators and analysts; language-qualified personnel-to help train and advise host-country forces, interact with others in-country, and analyze the intelligence "take" from HUMINT and communications intelligence (COMINT) sources; security police and other force protection assets; base operating support personnel and equipment to provide vital functions, such as communications, housing, and transportation at a wide range of locations; heliborne insertion and extraction capabilities; humanitarian relief assets, including engineers, doctors and dentists, public health specialists, tactical airlift aircraft, and crews. From time to time, USAF units will be called upon to attack terrorist targets (to include stocks of CBRN weapons) directly. 26 To make a stronger contribution to the nation, the USAF must focus on the kinds of capabilities needed to support special operations, military police and civil affairs forces. There is no doubt the USAF has the technological capability to fulfill these new missions, the biggest challenge will be overcoming the dominant service culture against employing these new capabilities as the primary contribution. The challenge for the USAF as a service is to acknowledge that airlift, special operations, unmanned vehicles, space platforms and information operations may become more critical to fighting terrorism than fighters or bombers. Large standing conventional combat forces should be realigned. Swapping combat air forces with air mobility assets from the guard/reserve may be a viable course of action. Combat air forces should provide a hedge alongside nuclear forces against a future peer competitor. Just as nuclear forces are able to increase their capability in a crisis, conventional forces must be flexible enough to surge for the large conventional conflict. The USAF should be careful not to focus so much on a peer competitor that doesn't exist in a war they might fight in the future and focus more on the war they're fighting today.
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CONCLUSION
The USAF is like a football team that comes out scoring touchdowns in the first quarter only to lose its tremendous lead by the fourth. 28 The effectiveness of airpower in small wars is dependent upon the political strategy executed by the counterinsurgent nation. Certainly, airpower plays an important role in all military operations and innovation has often occurred. However, the air arm is no more effective than the land or sea instrument if the required political effort is not present as well.
Nevertheless, small wars from the post-World War II period established some principal areas where airpower is most effective. In the first place, airpower will serve in a supporting role to ground forces. Second, combat sorties will be less important than support sorties. Finally, air platforms must provide flexibility performing multiple roles. Armed reconnaissance or helicopters used for mobility and as gunships are but two examples. Most of the nations mentioned in this paper learned these principals for airpower in small wars. The United States, unfortunately, did not. Possibly due to a fear of losing service independence or an honest belief that conventional tactics could be effective across the spectrum of conflict, the United States in general and the U.S. Air Force in particular remained steadfast against applying the tactics successfully used in the small wars of recent history. As the 2003 supplement to the USMC SWM states,
The increased likelihood of protracted operations in small wars contrasts with warfighting concepts that anticipate smaller, lighter, technologically empowered forces conducting rapid and decisive operations. Persistence may very well be more important than speed in small wars, where resolve and the tangible commitment of boots on the ground are more important commodities than raw firepower. This politically constrained application of force is the primary reason for the term "small" war. 29 Currently, the primary focus of the USAF is to conduct force on force engagements. The majority of thought is directed toward reducing the kill chain and the ability to more effectively strike an enemy. These battlefield operations are necessary but may not represent the primary needs of the nation. As Defense Secretary Robert Gates recently said, "services must examine their culture critically, if we are to have the capabilities relevant and necessary to overcome the most likely threats America will face in years to come." 30 For the USAF, a larger force of ISR and airlift assets, long credited as vital to the prosecution of small wars, may be the capability essential for the type of operations the service will be conducting in the future. During the cold war, the USAF maintained numerous bomber and intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) bases in preparation to fight a nuclear war. When the Soviet threat evaporated, U.S. leaders chose to retain a limited nuclear capability as a hedge against a nuclear-armed opponent while the vast majority of the armed forces' technology and organizational structure focused on conventional warfare. As a result, the USAF retained only three nuclear bomber bases and three ICBM bases. Just as the USAF realigned its nuclear and conventional force structure in favor of conventional forces, the service must now tailor its conventional forces for both big wars and small. 31 
